VIA F40PH-2 detail parts kit #HD-41
Installation GUIDE
October 29, 2012, version 5

Thank you for purchasing Kaslo Shops’ VIA F40PH-2 detail parts kit. The intention of this kit is to supply the
missing parts in the hobby market for the VIA F40PH-2. Parts for units GPA-30a, b and c are included, and
the majority of them are also required as a base for Renaissance GPA-30d and GPA-30H rebuilds. Please
read through the latest version of this and all other documentation (including our website) at least once prior
to using the parts.
Parts should very carefully be removed from the fret with the use of sharp side cutters or small nail or hobby
scissors. These are available at most pharmacies and in some hobby shops. Do NOT attempt to remove
parts from fret by twisting or cutting off with force using incorrect tools such as a standard Exacto™
knife. Etches should only be bent ONCE. All frets were inspected before leaving Kaslo and are certified free
of defects. Upon commencement of buildup, the end user acknowledges that he/she assumes all
responsibility for damage incurred by attempting to assemble the parts included on the fret.
Modellers will also need Weldbond ®, ACC, 5-minute epoxy and a small applicator tool to attach the parts.
Apply parts only after the model has been stripped of paint, unwanted details removed and the areas
sanded and prepared for detailing.
The instructions below correspond to the logical order of application to a model.

Brake and sander access doors (parts 4 and 17):
On the Walthers F40PH, the brake and sander access doors are surrounded by very deep grooves. Fill
these in with putty or tiny styrene strips and sand down the existing brake and sander access doors. If using
Kato, sand the side of the cab below the windows as shown here. When satisfied, attach the new parts. Due
to possible warpage of the parts after removal from fret, you may need to flatten/bend them slightly back to
shape. For sander access doors, note the angled side is towards the front and generally matching the front
angle of the nose. Note part 17 sander access doors are not found on Renaissance units.
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Cab steps (parts 19, 20 and 20A):
There is quite a difference between the cab steps on your model and those found on the prototype. Our
intended solution is for the modeller to cut out a square hole underneath both cab side doors. These holes
should be sized to accommodate the supplied squares (four per side, stacked) from our fret. Cut the eight
plates from the fret, make two stacks of four plates and glue together with ACC, always ensuring they are
straight and consistent. When dry, glue one stack in the hole under the cab door on each side. Once you are
satisfied with the fit, glue part 20 over the stack of part 19 plates on each side the model.

The prototype features one small louver (choose one of part 20A) piece ONLY ON THE LEFT OF THE
LOCOMOTIVE. There are two styles of this louver, which attaches in between the upper and lower step.
Units 6400-29 all feature the solid-line style and 6430-58 feature the style with three columns. Apply the
correct style according to your chosen unit number.

Cab doors (25):
The existing cab door features an incorrect window profile. Version one of this document suggested carving
out the cast-in door but experience has shown that this door is needed as support for the new door. We
therefore recommend to simply glue our new door over the existing one with ACC. Note that both doors on
the fret are not the same – the handle must always be mounted on the forward side. The two doors should
only go one way – check prototype photos before attaching!

Door handles (31):
Door handles are included for those who desire these parts. Apply with a small drop of ACC. It is
recommended to install after painting, as the handles may be broken off when removing paint masks.
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Sander access discs (22):
Glue one circle to each side of the nose right above the front edge of the 2nd grab iron from the top. See the
prototype photo below for exact placement (same on both sides). Note these discs are not found on
Renaissance units.

Sander access doors (17):
Further to our earlier instructions, see this prototype photo for installation guidance. Remember these parts
are not found on Renaissance units.

Front bumper (13):
Carefully file down the incorrect cast-on front bumpers and replace with this new part. Note that the front
bumper section is actually tapered outward (as shown here) towards both front sides of the unit. Some
modellers may wish to attempt to replicate this with styrene channel strip and our part glued over top.
Otherwise, simply glue our new part directly on the model. Both options are valid.
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Numberboards (8):
Although the models on the market have good number boards, the area around them needs a lot of filing
and other careful removal work. We are including number boards here as spare parts in case the parts on
your model are damaged during removal of other surrounding detail. Their application is optional.

Class light clusters (9):
Install the class light clusters after all incorrect detail has been removed from the front above the windshield
halves. Once the model has been painted, you can either glue in Juneco #B11, 12 and 13 marker jewels,
MV lenses or even LED’s if you’re really ambitious! Holes are found in each area either as a way of passing
a wire through or as a way of anchoring jewels or lenses. Note these parts are not found on Renaissance
units.

Cab roof rain gutter (15):
The front edge of the roof features a rain gutter. Following removal of all incorrect cast-on cab roof detail,
bend and install this part with a small amount of ACC. Take your time with this part and it will fit perfectly
after a few bends.
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Small nose doors (11):
There are two different styles of this nose door found on the prototype and both were found either in the
open or the closed position, giving a total of four options. The nose door on 6400-19 has two vertical clasps
which attach to two corresponding clasps above the door on the nose. Units 6420-58 have a door with one
mounting clasp which attaches to a single corresponding clasp above the door on the nose. Check our
website or your library of prototype photos so you know which one of the four nose MU/battery plug door
options you will want to select for your model. The upper door of each pair on the fret is meant for an OPEN
door and the lower door of each fret pair is meant to show a CLOSED door. Closed doors simply need be
removed from the fret and glued right to the surface of the model. Open doors require a little more work.
Carefully carve a square into the nose and glue a small .005 square styrene backer, taking care to allow for
clearance room for the shell to attach to the frame later. This is especially true for the Walthers F40. Glue a
small Detail Associates MU plug in the receptacle. After this is dry, bend back the hinge section of the door
(choose the style according to the guide photos below) with needle-nose pliers and test fit to the model until
you achieve the correct angle. Apply a small drop of glue to the back of the hinge and glue in the appropriate
spot. Note these parts are not found on Renaissance units.

Ditch lights (21):
We have made provisions for ditch light bases, to be formed by bending part 21 into two squares and then
glue Detail Associates ditch lights on top of these bases. The hole is to allow passage of a small wire for
operating lights. Those who desire this may wish to enlarge the hole as necessary. Alternatively, the
modeller could use Miniatures by Eric CP SD40-2 ditch lights (which feature the half-round anti-debris
shields under each light) or simply use a piece of .040 styrene with Detail Associates ditch lights attached.
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Dynamic brake louvered access hatch (5):
Our fret includes both styles of hatch that were found on the prototype. The style with solid horizontal
louvers was found on 6400-29 and the style with two columns of louvers was found on 6430-58. They are
the same on both sides of the locomotive. Your model may need these to be changed depending on the unit
number and model you have chosen. Be sure to check prototype photos before doing any work.

Engine room door (24):
All plastic F40s have the engine room door in the incorrect location. We are demonstrating our intention for
this new door but leave it up to the modeller to fashion a carbody plug after removing the cast-in door and
existing stirrup step. Our plug was cast in resin from a scrap shell which preserved the right and bottom side
batten strips. Styrene strips were glued to the bottom of the resin part as shown in this photo. After this is
completed apply the new engine room door from our fret. The handle must be on the right hand side. Drill
and install railings after model has been finished, painted and lettered and after the step has been installed.
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Rear sand hatches (28):
All plastic F40PH models have rear sand hatches, but they are in the incorrect location for VIA. The existing
squares must be shaved off and the holes filled in with putty, followed by careful sanding. Refer to prototype
photos to familiarize yourself with where the new hatches should go and then carve in the new holes. Build
up the inside profile with styrene and bend the sand hatch from our etching (part 28) inwards to match the
angle of the styrene insert. When satisfied with the fit, glue part 28. Note these parts are not required for
Renaissance units as the entire rear end is retrofitted with a large cabinet – see prototype photos.

Rear flag holders (7):
Compare prototype photos to your model and install flag holders as required behind the rear radiator grilles
with a very small drop of ACC. Kato units come with these moulded in place, so this part is only needed for
Walthers F40PH. Note these parts are not required for Renaissance units.

Roof lift rings (A):
Install two larger roof lift rings in each corner towards the back of the locomotive as shown here and two
towards the front of the winterization hatch behind the batten strip. Install after painting.
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Smaller roof lift rings (C):
We have included a series of smaller roof lift rings (also known as eye pins), to be installed in the correct
location according to prototype. Always refer to photos for guidance.
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Knucklebusters (B):
One engine room door on each side of the carbody requires “knucklebuster” type latches to be installed, as
the plastic models lack this detail. Install a total of four latches (two per side) to your model where shown in
these photographs.
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Exhaust stack (30):
The exhaust stack on your plastic F40PH is in the incorrect configuration and location. It is recommended to
file and sand away the existing stack while leaving the housing part in place. Fabricate a new .040 square
styrene base. When you are satisfied with the fit of this new base, glue it on top of the existing base and
carefully sand and file the edges to match the profile of the existing base. Next, carve out a rectangular hole
to match the prototype location of the new stack. Assemble our new part (#30) from the fret by bending the
four ears inward until a box is formed, then place in the rectangular hole. Some light filing and test fitting
before gluing will be necessary to get the correct alignment and fit. Take your time with this part as all roof
parts are highly visible. When done, apply ACC from the inside to solidify. (See prototype photo below)

Inertial vent (33):
The prototype photo shown below reveals that the inertial hatch needs quite a bit of work. We are supplying
the exhaust hatch and inertial vent parts with the understanding that the modeller will build up the rest of
these two sections with styrene. On our sample, we changed out the hatch completely and replaced it with a
nice Cannon & Company part FH1358. We then proceeded to carefully carve off the existing vent with a
chisel, fill the grooves with putty and prepared the two square access hatches using .005 styrene pieces.
Using our prototype photo as a guide, estimate the dimensions for these two access plates and carefully cut
and glue the new pieces. The last step is to glue in the new vent in the correct location on a .015 styrene
base.
ERA NOTES: There are several variations of antenna placement depending on era; check prototype photos
or contact us for assistance. As-delivered, there was only ONE Sinclair antenna mounted to the front center
of the cab roof. After the elimination of the Conductor staff position in February 1997, one OBS radio
antenna was added above the fireman’s seat. In 1997-1998, VIA added Air-Conditioning to the cab rooftop
of unit #6415. By 2000, the retrofitting of air conditioners to the entire F40 fleet was well underway and this
necessitated relocation of the original radio antenna to the top of the inertial hatch. This resulted in the
present-day version (including the Renaissance units) with two Sinclair antennas as shown on the prototype
image below.
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Nose lift-ring access hatches (32) and sand hatches (27):
Observation of top-view photos such as this one shows that the top of the nose has two smaller sand
hatches and two larger circles. These larger inner circles (part 32) are lifter access plates and should simply
be glued in the correct location according to this photo. The smaller sand hatches (part 27) are formed with
the supplied washers (and perhaps an extra piece of styrene or two supplied by the modeller) to build up the
height, followed by gluing the hatches on top of the washer stack. It is recommended to install the smaller
sand hatches after painting as they may interfere with paint masking. Note that part 27 is not found on
Renaissance units.

Cab side rain gutters (6):
There are two slats that can either be cut off or used as mounting pegs. Use a small amount of ACC to
attach the parts above the windows according to prototype location. Sunshades attach to the brackets in the
middle of each rain gutter and should be glued in the DOWN position. If glued in the standard operational
position, they could break off during handling or storage of the model. Kato customers may choose to omit
this part as the Kato cast-on gutter may be satisfactory for most.

Cab window frames (12):
Carefully file down some of the heavier rivets and detail found on the corner window frames. Note the flag
brackets (used on the prototype mostly in the late-1980s) are etched right into these frames. Glue part 12 to
both corner windows, but leave this item off until after shell is painted and dullcoted. This will help maintain
the natural metal look and will be easier than brush painting this narrow/thin frame.
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Cab arm rests (10):
The prototype features arm rests at the base of the cab window. Apply these parts according to prototype
photos, being careful to account for the plastic window inserts that will be placed after your model is painted.

Windshield wipers (14):
Remove the windshield wiper parts, being careful to preserve the mounting pegs and then drill holes for
these pegs. Set aside until after painting, as premature installation prior to masking and painting may result
in breakage. Kato customers may wish to use the wipers included with their model.

Wind deflectors (16):
Install the wind deflectors in the appropriate location. It is recommended to model them in the closed
position. If glued in the standard operational position, they could snap or break off during storage of the
model. The rear 2 cab window frame pins share the same mounting holes as the wind deflector pins. Apply
these after model has been painted.

Emergency fuel cutoff panel (29):
All plastic F40PH shells have these mounted in the incorrect location. Remove the old ones and attach the
new parts to the side sill (one on each side) above the fuel tank. Check prototype photos for exact mounting
location. It is suggested to leave these off until after painting, as they may interfere with masking.
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GMD Builder’s plates (23):
Check prototype photos for exact placement (typically on the side sill under brake access doors) and attach
with ACC after painting. This plate was replaced on Renaissance units with a special Canadian Allied Diesel
(CAD) plate in the same location. See prototype photos.

Brake chains (18):
The right rear truck features brake chains and we attempted as best we could to duplicate this on the fret,
understanding that some modellers may prefer to instead replicate this with existing hobby market HO scale
chain. We leave this choice up to the individual modeler; the photo below shows our chain installed on one
side frame per locomotive.
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Underframe battery box doors (26):
The flat fret format has limitations, which prevent us from supplying many of the under frame components.
We are pleased to include battery box doors, the engine room stirrup step and fuel tank steps. For the
battery box, we suggest to build out of .030 styrene and glue it to the under frame as shown in these photos.
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Fuel tank steps (3) and engine room door stirrup steps (2):
BENDING/SHAPING: See the bending diagrams that follow. Use ACC (but not so much to ruin the
appearance of the steps) with styrene strip braces behind each stirrup step to keep the parts rigid once
bends are complete. BEND CAREFULLY AND BEND ONLY ONCE. These parts will be quite sensitive to
handling of the model. It is recommended to add the stirrup assembly after shell painting and during final
assembly so that stirrup can be aligned perfectly under the new engine room door. Fuel tank steps should
only be added after under frame and shell painting and only during final assembly. As with the stirrup
assembly, only install fuel tank steps at the very end to ensure perfect alignment with new engine room door
and stirrup. Bend and apply fuel tank steps with a small amount of Weldbond or epoxy and clean up any
excess glue before it dries.
Note the VIA F40PH-2 fuel tank has a capacity of 6820 litres or 1500 Imperial Gallons,
which based on conversion is actually 1.2 times higher than the smaller Amtrak F40 tank
(found on Walthers and Kato models) that holds 1500 gallons. Notice the flat sides and
tighter bottom radius in VIA prototype photo below.
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Under frame with new fuel tank steps test-fitted with general alignment marks in pencil. Remember not to
permanently install fuel tank steps until after painting and during final assembly.

ENGINE ROOM DOOR STIRRUP STEP MOUNTING: Engine room door stirrups are in the wrong place on
all plastic F40PH models. For Kato, discard the step collar and mount our new assembly to the shell. For
Walthers and all others, the old cast-on step must be removed from shell. Replace with part #2 and attach to
shell with ACC or epoxy. Do lots of test fitting before final mount to determine correct mounting location and
alignment.

DISCLAIMER: Once these steps are installed, they will be quite delicate. Caution is urged when removing
and replacing the shell for maintenance purposes, as the steps could be snapped off at any time. Take your
time and please be careful. It was a real challenge to design steps that looked good, were prototypically
accurate and assembled into a strong enough assembly once mounted to the locomotive. As such, these
parts are included at your own risk with the understanding that breakage may occur during assembly, shell
removal or other later handling. We regret that we will not be offering free replacements of broken stirrup or
engine door steps.
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Cab stirrup steps (1):
BENDING/SHAPING: See the bending diagrams that follow. Use ACC (but not so much to ruin the
appearance of the steps) with styrene strip braces behind each step to keep the parts rigid once bends are
complete. BEND CAREFULLY AND BEND ONLY ONCE.
MOUNTING: For Kato, discard the entire step collar and mount the assembly directly to the shell. There are
two ways of doing this. One way is to carefully drill two holes under the body sill where the new stirrup
columns align. Attach two pieces of music wire (cut to the same length as the new stirrup assembly) in these
holes with epoxy and when dry, ACC our step assembly over the two wire braces and to the shell as on the
prototype. The second and more preferable way (in my opinion) is to simply glue a piece of 4x10” styrene
underneath the sill/cab door and glue our assembly over that. See the photos below for an idea of what this
second method should look like, noting that our fret assembly mounts proud of the shell rather than flush.
If using Walthers, it is suggested not to remove the existing cab stirrups, as they are needed for strength.
File down just enough material from the existing part to allow room for our new assembly to mount flush with
the sides of the car body, then glue in place right over the existing stirrups as shown on pages that follow.
Regardless of which model you are using, do lots of test-fitting of shell to frame (with contact strip bars
installed) to determine correct alignments and truck swing.
DISCLAIMER: Once these steps are installed, they will be quite delicate. Caution is urged when removing
and replacing the shell for maintenance purposes, as the steps could be snapped off at any time. Take your
time and please be careful. It was a real challenge to design steps that looked good, were prototypically
accurate and assembled into a strong enough assembly once mounted to the locomotive. As such, these
parts are included at your own risk with the understanding that breakage may occur during assembly, shell
removal or other later handling. We regret that we will not be offering free replacements of broken stirrup or
engine door steps.
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Photo taken by Manny Jacob at Portage la Prairie, Manitoba in 2010; 6404 has since been converted to a
Renaissance unit.
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Walthers with new stirrups

One alternate (more solid but not as visually pleasing) method shown here is to file down the existing
Walthers stirrups so the sides are at a right angle with the bottom. Then build up the sides with 1/16 angle
and step faces and backings with .020 x 060 styrene strips.
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Once shell and under frame have been painted and lettered, fabricate new cab and engine room door
railings from .015” or .010” music wire. It is recommended to make a bending jig for consistent bends and
lengths. Use a piece of .015” styrene as a spacer and to ensure uniform spacing to body shell. Glue railings
in top holes (using existing Kato holes for cab and new holes drilled for engine room door) using Weldbond.
Do not use ACC here as this will fog the cab windows. Attach railing bottoms in new stirrups and paint
when glue has dried and satisfied with fit, being careful not to smudge body with paint brush. Take care to
ensure railings are nice and consistently vertical (no angle).
Attach fuel tank steps after railing installation and paint flat black.

Done!
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This is version FIVE (and possibly the final revision) of the application guide. Most of the errors and
omissions have been discovered and corrected and there will be less frequent updates of this document in
the future.
As mentioned initially, we operate a dynamic modelling website that everyone is encouraged to reference
frequently during their F40 modelling work. This website includes numerous prototype detail photos and
more step-by-step in-progress model photos than we can ever include in this application guide. Model or
prototype questions relating to all types of VIA F40s are always welcome.
http://www.railbus.ca
For all other customer service issues please contact Kaslo Shops.
Thank you to Sean Steele for his key role in the technical development and success of this project. This
document was written and is maintained by Manny Jacob.
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